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Agency Address 1525 Blue Spruce Dr.
Fort Collins, CO 80524

TimeIn06:00 PM

Timeout07:30 PM

Facility NameBACARO OwnerNameCIAO VINO FT COLLINS LLC
Facility Address255 Linden St  Fort Collins CO 80524-4435

Inspection TypeRoutineDate10/19/2023
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Inspection Result 1Inspection Result: Re-Inspection Required
Static Score ValuesPASS: 0-49 points
RE-INSPECTION REQUIRED: 50-109 points
CLOSED: 110+ points

Inspection URL
PIC Heading

Inspector Heading
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Facility Name3Facility Name: BACARO

Observations2.  Certified Food Protection Manager 
This is a Core item
 2-102.12 (A) and (B) - Certified Food Protection Manager

Observation:  No certified food protection manager certificate was available for review at the time of the 
inspection. 

->It is required that at least one employee that has supervisory and management responsibility and the 
authority to direct and control food preparation and service is a certified food protection manager. A copy 
of certification must be available on site for review.

->For a list of Certified Food Protection Manager training classes and exams, please visit: https://www.larimer.org/health/safety-sanitation-programs/food-safety-program/food-safety-resources/certified-food 
 

Correct by 12/19/2023     

10.  Adequate handwashing sinks properly supplied and accessible 
This is a Priority Foundation item
 5-202.12 (A) - Handwashing Sink, Installation- Minimum Temperature (Pf)

This is a Priority Foundation item
 6-301.11 - Handwashing Cleanser- Availability (Pf)

This is a Priority Foundation item
 6-301.12 - Hand Drying Provision (Pf)

Observation:  The hand sink in the wine service area is not supplied with hot water. Maximum hot water 
temperature measured 70F. Hand sink also not stocked with soap and paper towels at the time of the 
inspection. 

->Hot water supplied to handwashing sinks must be at least 100 F. Adjust water heating system to provide 
the required 100 F water at the handwashing sinks.

->Provide dispensed hand towels and hand soap at handwashing sinks at all times so workers can 
properly wash their hands.

Correct by 10/26/2023     

15.  Food separated and protected 
This is a Priority item
 3-302.11 (A) (1-2) - Raw Animal Food- Separation, Packaging, and Segregation (P)

Observation:  Eggs observed over ready to eat charcuterie boards in the bottom of the make table to the 
right of the oven. 

->Keep raw animal foods separate and below produce, prepared foods and other ready-to-eat foods to 
prevent cross contamination.

*Refrigerator storage reorganized as requested. 

  (Corrected on Site)    

16.  Food contact surfaces; cleaned and sanitized 
This is a Priority item
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Observations4-501.114 - Warewashing Equipment, Chemical Sanitization- Temperature, pH, Concentration, and 
Hardness (P)

Observation:  The concentration of chlorine sanitizer in the dish machine measured below 50 ppm. It was 
observed that the sanitizer bucket was empty. 
 
->Dish machine must provide a sanitizer concentration of 50-200 ppm chlorine at the dish surface to 
sanitize dishes, equipment and utensils. Repair machine as needed. Use sanitizer test kits to verify 
sanitizer is at correct concentration.

->Set up and use 3-compartment sink. The warewashing sink must be set up so equipment and utensils 
are washed in a detergent solution in the first compartment of the sink, then rinsed free of detergent in the 
middle compartment and then sanitized in the third compartment.

     

21.  Proper hot holding temperatures 
This is a Priority item
 3-501.16 (A) (1) - TCS Food, Hot Holding (P)

Observation: Ragu (115-117F) measured improperly hot holding in the hot wells next to the oven. 

->Hot hold foods above 135F to prevent the growth of microorganisms.

*Foods were reheated to 165F as requested, but then voluntarily discarded by manager. 

The establishment is potentially interested in using time as a control. Please be advised: To use time 
rather than temperature to control the growth of microorganisms, written procedures must be developed 
and utilized. The plan must indicate how the food will be marked when it is to be removed from 
temperature control, how long the food is to be held out of temperature, and must specify the food will be 
discarded once time has expired. Develop required written procedures for review.

Foods must be marked with the time they are removed from temperature control or the time the product is 
to be discarded. Foods must be served or discarded within 4 hours.

Maintain written procedures for time as a public health control in the establishment for review upon request.

  (Corrected on Site)    

23.  Proper date marking and disposition 
This is a Priority item
 3-501.18 - Ready-To-Eat TCS Food, Disposition (P)

Observation: Wedge of cut brie cheese observed without a date mark in the bottom of the make table 
cooler to the left of the oven. Manager stated brie was older than 7 days. 

->Ready-to-eat foods that are held refrigerated for more than 24 hours must be clearly marked with the 
date the product packaging is opened or the date the product is made. These foods must be consumed, 
sold, served or discarded within 7 days to control exposure to Listeria monocytogenes bacteria.

-> Proper date marking is day of preparation (Day 1) + 6 additional days = 7 day total hold time.

->Ready-to-eat foods that have exceeded 7 day date marking are to be discarded. 

*Brie discarded as requested. See Voluntary Condemnation Agreement.
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Observations*For a printable educational handout about Date Marking Foods, please visit: 
https://www.larimer.org/sites/default/files/uploads/2017/lcdhe-date-marking-guidance.pdf 

  (Corrected on Site)
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General CommentsGENERAL COMMENTS
General CommentsDBA has changed to Bacaro. Owner LLC remains the same. No change of ownership inspection needed.
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Voluntary CondemnationVOLUNTARY CONDEMNATION

Items Disposed TitleDisposed Items Disposal MethodDisposal Method ValueValue CommentsComments

List Disposed1wedge of brie How Disposed1discarded into the trash Value1$ 20.00 Comments1exceeding 7 day date marking limit

List Disposed2 How Disposed2 Value2 Comments2

List Disposed3 How Disposed3 Value3 Comments3

List Disposed4 How Disposed4 Value4 Comments4

List Disposed5 How Disposed5 Value5 Comments5

List Disposed6 How Disposed6 Value6 Comments6

List Disposed7 How Disposed7 Value7 Comments7

List Disposed8 How Disposed8 Value8 Comments8

List Disposed9 How Disposed9 Value9 Comments9

List Disposed10 How Disposed10 Value10 Comments10

List Disposed11 How Disposed11 Value11 Comments11

List Disposed12 How Disposed12 Value12 Comments12

List Disposed13 How Disposed13 Value13 Comments13

List Disposed14 How Disposed14 Value14 Comments14

List Disposed15 How Disposed15 Value15 Comments15
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